Let 21 be a
§1. Introduction
Let <5 be a closed (symmetric) derivation of C*-algebra 21 which commutes with a continuous action a of a topological group G as *-automorphisms of 21. Several authors [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] recently derived conditions on 21, G, and <5, which ensure that 6 is a generator, i.e., the generator of a strongly continuous one-parameter group of *-automorphisms of 21. For example, if G is compact abelian, and 6 vanishes on the fixed point algebra 2X a of a, then this result is established in [4] . If, alternatively, d is an inner derivation of 2l a it follows from this result, and perturbation theory, that 6 is a generator. ('y) for each y e G, where the bar denotes the closed linear span. (Here, and throughout the sequel, we adopt the notation of [4] . In particular 9l a (y) denotes the spectral subspace of a corresponding to y in the dual group G). Thus we aim to establish the following; , is invariant under the automorphism group generated by <5 0 , for each y e G, which is apparently necessary for 6 to be a generator. (In the example in [4] we refered to above, this weaker assumption is violated.) We want to point out two typical cases where the assumption on 9l a (y)*9l a (y) is satisfied. One is the case where each 9l a (y) contains a unitary. For example, for a C*-algebra B with identity with action ^ of a discrete abelian group T, let 91 be the crossed product B x P F and a the dual action j8 of G = f. Then for the system (91, G, a), 9l a (y) contains a unitary. The other is the case where 9I a is simple, e.g., the Cuntz algebras O n with the gauge action of T. The general lines of proof of this theorem are very similar to those of [4] . There are two basic arguments. First one proves that 6 is a generator of a group of bounded operators on each 9l a (y) and second one argues that this is sufficient for 6 to be a generator on 91. This second step is independent of the assumption on 9i a (y)*9X a (y) and is based upon the construction and exploitation of appropriate covariant representations. Hence we begin with the discussion of this latter lifting procedure in Section 2 and then return to the proof of Theorem 1, and discussion of the action of 8 on the spectral subspaces 9l a (y), in Section 3. Relevant information about co variant representations is collected in an appendix. § 2, Generators and Spectral Subspaees
In this section we examine the generator problem under the assumption that dy, the restriction of d to the spectral subspace 9C a (y), is a generator for each j e G. In fact we need information on S under slightly weaker assumptions on the 6 y but we will state this as a corollary of the proof of the following general result. Thus T° is covariantly implemented on 2I a by either Tor U and consequently 6 is spatially implemented on W a either by L 0 or iH 0 . Specifically for all x e 5l a n D (6) . Our next aim is to derive a similar spatial implementation law for 6 on S 2l and for this we begin by extending ft 0 and H 0 to ^f.
Define h on 7r(9I)0 by
Since CD is a-invariant one has
Hence ft is well-defined and extends by continuity to a bounded operator with ||ft||<||ftol <y-A number of properties of ft follow straightforwardly, e.g., where E y = \n( The two properties (*) and (#*) imply, however, that d is a generator.
In the above proof we have not used all the assumptions on d. The first part of the proof relies upon the assumption that <5 0 is a generator but the second part uses less information about the <5 r 
It follows that R(I + ft §) is dense in X for all sufficiently small ft.
Proof. Let X = X l @X 2 '~@X n with the norm of x = (x l3 x 2 ,..., x n ) defined by 11*11= i Thus % is a Banach space. Next consider the linear map <£ from X to X with the action
This map is continuous and since X = X 1 -\ -----\-X n its range is equal to X.
Thus the quotient space X/ker</>, with the quotient norm || • ||^, is canonically isomorphic to X. Hence there is a c>0 such that for all x e $. Thus for any x E X one may choose x t e X t such that Remark. If the Fourier transform f of f has compact support this result is a corollary of a spectral theorem of Arveson (Theorem 5.3. of [6] ).
The proof of Theorem Al will be divided into two pieces each of which have a separate interest. The first piece of information extends a construction used by Tomita in the decomposition theory of states (see [7] Chapter 4, in particular Lemma 4.1.21). In the following E^ will denote the state space of 51 equipped with the weak*-topology. Proof. Define/,, by f n (x) = min(/(x), n). Thus the/ n form an increasing family of positive functions which converges pointwise to /. Next let e 7^(51)' denote the bounded operators defined by (see [7] 
follows that n m (W)D(SJ)c identity j, J_ Thus it follows that n m (^[)D(S})^D(S}).
Moreover one concludes from the
by a double approximation procedure that
J_ for all 0, \l/eD(S f )^D(S}).
But the left hand side is continuous in 0 and the right hand side is continuous in ij/. Hence one deduces that n OJ and Thus S f is affiliated with Next suppose / is positive /^-almost everywhere. The approximants /" introduced above then have this property. Moreover since />/">() it follows that where the operator ordering is in the sense of quadratic forms. Thus to prove that S f is invertible it suffices to prove that K^(f n ) is invertible and this effectively reduces the problem to the examination of bounded/. Therefore we now assume / is bounded.
Next define
w. y j \-' H
and consider the bounded sesquilinear forms t n over j^m x j^m with the property
Hence there is a sequence of positive bounded operators S n on the range 3^n of £ B = [7c w (ai)stoj such that and S n is in the commutant 71^(21)' restricted to ^n. But £" 6 71^(21)' and hence S n = S n E n = E n S n E n may be regarded as an operator in 7^(91)' acting on 3?M oreover the family of forms associated with t n is monotone increasing and
Thus S}S n S$ converges weakly, hence strongly, to the identity. Finally suppose S f (/) = Q. Then But this contradicts the previous convergence result unless </> = 0, i.e., S f is invertible.
Next we compare the representations generated by the states obtained from two probability measures on the state space E m .
Proposition A3, Let JLL I and fj, 2 be two regular probability measures on E m with barycentres co 1 Hence 17 extends to a well defined isometry. But then one readily calculates that i.e., 7^(21) is unitarily equivalent to the subrepresentation of 7^(21) acting on R(SJ).
Finally if ^ and fi 2 are mutually absolutely continuous then / is positive x fi 2 -almost everywhere and S f is invertible by Proposition A2. Thus R(Sf) = ^2 and (Jf mi9 n mi ) and (^^ n c02 ) are unitarily equivalent. Now we are in a position to prove Theorem Al.
Proof of Theorem Al. Let E be an arbitrary Borel set in E^. Since T is strongly continuous one can define a unique regular Borel measure n f such that
dtf(f).

Tte£
But / has total integral one and hence u f is a probability measure. Moreover
Similarly for e\ e(r) = exp { -|t|}/2 one can introduce a measure \JL B and a state co e . But since / and e are almost everywhere positive the measures jji f and ju e are mutually absolutely continuous and co f and co e generate unitarily equivalent representations by Proposition A3. But the representation associated with a* e is covariant, by the proof of Proposition 2, and hence the representation associated with co f is also covariant.
Finally we remark that the observation that co e generates a covariant representation can be used to reestablish a result of Borchers [9] ; the representation (e^,, n^) extends to a covariant representation if, and only if, t-*(D°i; t is norm continuous. The necessity of the continuity condition is straightforward. The sufficiency follows by noting that co is the norm limit of the sequence of states and hence n^ is quasi-contained in the direct sum of the covariant representations 7i £0n . In fact Borchers obtains his result for general locally compact groups of automorphisms.
